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Abstract—3D LiDAR semantic segmentation is a pivotal task
that is widely involved in many applications, such as autonomous
driving and robotics. Studies of 3D LiDAR semantic segmentation
have recently achieved considerable development, especially in
terms of deep learning strategies. However, these studies usually
rely heavily on considerable fine annotated data, while point-wise
3D LiDAR datasets are extremely insufficient and expensive to
label. The performance limitation caused by the lack of training
data is called the data hungry effect. This survey aims to explore
whether and how we are hungry for 3D LiDAR data for semantic
segmentation. Thus, we first provide an organized review of
existing 3D datasets and 3D semantic segmentation methods.
Then, we provide an in-depth analysis of three representative
datasets and several experiments to evaluate the data hungry
effects in different aspects. Efforts to solve data hungry prob-
lems are summarized for both 3D LiDAR-focused methods and
general-purpose methods. Finally, insightful topics are discussed
for future research on data hungry problems and open questions.
Index Terms—Data hungry, 3D LiDAR, semantic segmenta-
tion, deep learning
I. INTRODUCTION
TODAY, LiDAR has become the main sensor in manyrobotic [1] [2], mobile mapping [3] [4] and autonomous
driving [5] [6] systems. 3D LiDAR data, captured from either
a static viewpoint [7] or a mobile platform [8] during a
dynamic procedure, provide a copy of the real world with
rich 3D geometry in true size, which can be represented in
the format of either 3D point clouds [9] [10] or 2D grids
[11], e.g., range image, using a static or a sequence of data
frames. Semantic segmentation [12] [13] is a fundamental
task of scene understanding, which divides a whole piece of
input data into different semantically interpretable categories
according to a meaningful taxonomy in the real world. With
the widespread use of LiDAR sensors in various applications,
semantic segmentation of 3D LiDAR data [14] [15] is attract-
ing increasing attention. Hereinafter, we refer to 3D semantic
segmentation to emphasize the works addressing the features
of 3D LiDAR data, and semantic segmentation for those of
potentially general purpose.
Semantic segmentation has been studied for decades. A
comprehensive review of early works up to 2014 is given in
[16]. We refer to these works as traditional methods, which
are characterized by using handcrafted features and bottom-up
procedures. Inspired by the amazing success of deep learning
techniques [17] [18], recent semantic segmentation works have
focused on using deep neural networks to learn a richer feature
representation, and model the mapping from input data to
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semantic labels in an end-to-end procedure [19], which are
refered to as deep learning methods hereinafter. However,
compared to traditional methods, deep learning methods face
a considerable challenge of requiring large quantities of man-
ually labeled data in training [20]. The quantity, quality and
diversity of training data have a considerable influence on the
generalization performance of deep learning models [21] [22].
The performance limitation caused by insufficient training
data is called the data hungry effect. As noted by G.Marcus
in [23], against the background of considerable progress and
enthusiasm, the data hungry problem was his first concern
among the ten challenges faced by the current deep learning
systems. For 3D semantic segmentation tasks, 3D LiDAR
data with point-wise annotation are required, where S3DIS
[24], Semantic3D [7], and SemanticKITTI [8] are among
the most popular datasets. These datasets are annotated fully
or partially by human operators, which is time consuming,
human intensive, and requires special skill and software, e.g.,
the operators are trained to handle professional software to
visualize and annotate 3D point clouds, which are much harder
to interpret than 2D images. Due to these difficulties, the
publicly available datasets for 3D semantic segmentation are
very limited in both data size and scene variety compared with
those of 2D images [25] [26].
In this research, we seek to answer the following questions.
Are we hungry for 3D LiDAR data for semantic segmentation
using deep learning techniques? If yes, how hungry are we,
and how can we solve the problem? To answer the questions,
the following steps are taken in this work: 1) reviewing
the most popular 3D LiDAR datasets by statistical analysis,
2) reviewing the state-of-the-art 3D semantic segmentation
methods by focusing on deep learning methods, 3) experiments
and cross validation on the most popular 3D LiDAR datasets
using representative methods, 4) reviewing the efforts in the
literature to solve the data hungry problem, 5) discussion and
future directions to conclude an answer to the questions.
A number of surveys are relevant to this work. [27] [28]
review early methods methods of 3D point cloud segmentation
and classification in the literature. [12] [13] [29] review meth-
ods and datasets using for semantic segmentation. Further-
more, [30] [31] [14] [32] [15] [33] review the deep learning
methods for 3D semantic segmentation task. In addition, [34]
reviews multi-modal methods used for semantic segmentation
and detection. However, these surveys focuses on summarizing
and classifying the existing methods, and none of them empha-
size 3D datasets or the data hungry problem. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to analyze the data hungry
problem for 3D semantic segmentation using deep learning
techniques that are addressed in the literature review, statistical
analysis, and cross-dataset and cross-algorithm experiments.
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2The main contributions of our work are as follows:
• A broad and organized review of the existing 3D datasets
and 3D semantic segmentation methods is provided,
where deep learning methods are the focus as they face
more challenges from the data hungry problem.
• An in-depth analysis is conducted on three representative
datasets to cross-examine their size and scene diversity.
Several experiments are designed by using three state-
of-the-art semantic segmentation methods for cross-scene
and cross-dataset evaluation of data hungry effects. New
findings are presented that provide guidance for future
research.
• A systematic summary of the efforts to solve data hungry
problems is given on the aspects of both semantic seg-
mentation methods that rely less on fine annotated data,
and data annotation methods that are less labor intensive.
The methods of incorporating domain knowledge in 3D
LiDAR data processing and of general purposes are both
reviewed.
• An insightful discussion of potential future topics to solve
the data hungry problem on both methodological and
datasets viewpoints is given, followed by open questions
that lead to important topics but have not been sufficiently
studied until now.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II reviews
the existing 3D LiDAR datasets and analyzes the size and
diversity of three representative 3D datasets. Section III sys-
tematically summarizes the existing methods of 3D semantic
segmentation. Section IV gives an evaluation of the data
hungry effect on the 3D semantic segmentation task, and
answers the question of whether we are hungry for 3D data
for semantic segmentation. Section V reviews the existing
strategies to deal with the data hungry effect. We not only
summarize methods used for 3D semantic segmentation, but
also explore methods applied in various areas to provide more
references. Section VI gives a brief discussion of the data
hungry effect based on our experiments and surveys. Finally,
Section VII draws conclusions about this paper, and introduces
some future works.
II. 3D LIDAR DATASETS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Below, we review the publicly available 3D LiDAR datasets,
followed by statistical analysis on three representative datasets.
A. 3D LiDAR Datasets
According to data acquisition methods and main applica-
tions of the systems, the 3D LiDAR datasets listed in Table I
are divided into three groups: 1) Static datasets: data collected
from static viewpoints by terrestrial laser scanners or using
MLS (Mobile Laser Scanning) systems that capture mainly
static scene objects for applications such as street view, 3D
modeling, and virtual realities. 2) Sequential datasets: data
collected as sequences of frames from vehicular platforms for
ADAS (Advanced Driving Assistance System) or autonomous
driving applications, which can be further divided into datasets
with point-wise or 3D bounding box annotations. 3) Synthetic
datasets: data collected in a virtual world by simulating any
of the above data acquisition systems. In addition, the most
popular image and RGB-D datasets are also listed in Table I
for comparison.
1) Static datasets: Static datasets are most commonly used
for point cloud classification tasks. Their main application sce-
narios include robotics, augmented reality and urban planning.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), terrestrial laser scanners are usually
used to collect static 3D LiDAR data from fixed viewpoints
and capture point clouds with very high angular resolutions,
e.g., Semantic3D [7]. MLS systems such as Fig. 1(b) capture
sequences of LiDAR frames from a moving vehicle, e.g.,
Paris-Lille-3D [38]. However, the data are generally static
and reconstruct a large-scale street view, and the motion of
dynamic objects at the scene is not captured.
A major feature of static datasets is dense point clouds.
Some semantic segmentation models were originally devel-
oped based on such data, e.g., PointNet [10]. However, due to
the static nature of the datasets, they are not adaptive in the
developments for autonomous driving applications.
2) Sequential datasets: Sequential datasets are most com-
monly used for autonomous driving tasks, such as semantic
segmentation of traffic scenes, vehicle/pedestrian detection and
tracking. As shown in Fig. 1(c), autonomous driving systems
are exploited to capture the sequences of LiDAR frames
with a moving viewpoint on the street, e.g., SemanticKITTI
[8]. These datasets usually contain more frames but sparse
points than static datasets. For example, Velodyne HDL-64
is a popular sensor of 3D LiDAR data collection, which
has 64 lines within a 26.9◦ vertical FOV (Field of View),
corresponding to a vertical point resolution of 0.42◦. However,
benefiting from the high frame rate of the sensor, the motion
of moving objects is captured at 10 Hz.
Early datasets are annotated by 3D bounding boxes for
the research of vehicle and pedestrian detection and tracking,
e.g., KITTI [41]. Sequential datasets with point-wise annota-
tion, e.g., SemanticKITTI [8], have appeared in recent years.
The datasets with both point-wise and instance labels spawn
research on 3D semantic segmentation [52] and panoramic
segmentation [53].
3) Synthetic datasets: The generation of real datasets is
extremely expensive due to the labor intensiveness of data
annotation; hence, the scales are limited. Synthetic datasets
are built through computer simulation, as shown in Fig. 1(d),
which can be large scale and have fine but cheap annotations.
The problem of using such datasets is caused by the large
gap between synthetic and real scenes. Synthetic scenes can
generally be very realistic, but they lack accuracy in detail. For
example, pedestrians in the GTA-V [168] dataset have RGB
information with rich details, but their physical models are
simplified into cylinders, and the resultant point clouds lack
the necessary details of real objects. Some studies [11] [54]
have also shown that models trained solely on synthetic data
do not perform well enough in real environments. Generating
a computer graphic model of a synthetic scene is nontrivial.
Reuse of the limited number of these models cannot enrich
datasets with more diversity.
4) Comparison with Image and RGB-D Datasets: A few
representative image and RGB-D datasets are listed in Table
3TABLE I
3D LIDAR DATASETS WITH COMPARISON TO REPRESENTATIVE IMAGE AND RGB-D ONES
sensor data type annotation dataset frames points/pixels classes scene* instance sequential year first author’s organization
3D
L
iD
A
R
static point-wise
Oakland [35] 17 1.6M 44 o × × 2009 Carnegie Mellon University
Paris-rue-Madame [36] 2 20M 17 o X × 2014 MINES ParisTech
TerraMobilita/IQmulus [37] 10 12M 15 o X × 2015 University of Paris-Est
S3DIS [24] 5 215M 12 i × × 2016 Stanford University
Semantic3D [7] 30 4009M 8 o × × 2017 ETH Zurich
Paris-lille-3D [38] 3 143M 50 o X × 2018 MINES ParisTech
sequential
point-wise
Sydney Urban [39] 631 / 26 o X X 2013 Australian Center for Field Robotics
SemanticKITTI [8] 43552 4549M 28 o X X 2019 University of Bonn
SemanticPOSS [40] 2988 216M 14 o X X 2020 Peking University
3D-box
KITTI [41] 14999 1799M 8 o X X 2012 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
H3D [42] 27K / 8 o X X 2019 Honda Research Institute
nuScenes [43] 40K 2780M 23 o X X 2019 nuTonomy
Waymo [44] 230K 40710M 4 o X X 2020 Waymo LLC
synthetic point-wise
GTA-V [168] / / / o × X 2018 University of California, Berkeley
SynthCity [46] 75000 367.9M 9 o × X 2019 University College London
im
ag
e/
R
G
B
-D image pixel-wise
PASCAL VOC [25] 9993 / 20 i/o × × 2015 University of Leeds, Microsoft
Cityscapes [47] 24998 52425M 30 o X X 2016 Daimler AG RD, TU Darmstadt
RGB-D pixel-wise
NYU-Depth V2 [48] 1449 445M 894 i X X 2012 New York University
ScanNet [49] 2500K 768000M 20 i X X 2017 Stanford University
ApolloScape** [50] 146997 1322973M 25 o X X 2018 Baidu Research
* i means indoor, o means outdoor
** ApolloScape provides depth data only for static street views without moving objects.
Slant mounted 
LiDAR
GPS/IMU
Velodyne
HDL-64 LiDAR
GPS/IMU
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 1. Typical 3D LiDAR acquisition systems. (a) a terrestrial laser scanner [51], collects data from static viewpoints for static datasets, (b) a MLS (mobile
laser scanning) system [38], collects data of mainly static scene objects for static datasets, (c) an autonomous driving system [41], collects 3D LiDAR streams
for sequential datasets, (d) a simulation system [46] for synthetic datasets.
I, which have much larger scales. Comparing to image and
RGB-D datasets, it can be found that whatever Cityscapes
[47] and ApolloScape [50] for semantic segmentation in
autonomous driving scenes, or ScanNet [49] for indoor scenes,
their number of pixels/frames are more sufficient than 3D
LiDAR ones. Although the studies on image and RGB-D still
face data hungry problem, it is more serious in the domain of
3D LiDAR datasets.
B. Statistical Analysis of the Datasets
Three representative datasets are selected: 1) Semantic3D
[7], the largest and most popular static dataset; 2) Se-
manticKITTI [8], the largest and most popular sequential
dataset; and 3) SemanticPOSS [40], a new dataset that de-
scribes a dynamic urban scene with rich cars, people and
riders. These datasets are analyzed statistically on the aspects
of size and scene diversity.
1) Outline of the analysis: A straightforward method for
analyzing the dataset size is to count the point number and
proportion. Table II and Fig. 2 show such statistics with respect
to the range distance of three datasets as examples. It can
be found that LiDAR points have a much higher density at
near distances. For example, Semantic3D and SemanticKITTI
both have more than 60% of their LiDAR points measured
within 10 m and less than 10% in [30m,70m]. SemanticPOSS
is slightly different, as a LiDAR sensor (Pandora [55]) of
unevenly arranged scan lines is used, which has a higher
resolution on horizontal LiDAR scans. Due to such an artifice,
LiDAR points within 10m are reduced to 20%. However,
more than 78% are measured within 30m, leaving only 20%
in [30m,70m]. The spatial distribution of LiDAR points is
very unbalanced in these datasets, which can be seen more
visually in Fig. 3 using a data frame of Semantic3D. Drawing
a circle at 15m to the sensor’s location, 72% percent of the
total 24,671,679 LiDAR points fall into the circle, where most
are on a small section of natural terrain that has very similar
properties. This is a common phenomenon in currently 3D
LiDAR datasets, where the objects close to the LiDAR sensor
are measured with higher point density than far objects in
4TABLE II
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF POINT/VOXEL NUMBER AND PROPORTION WITH RESPECT TO RANGE DISTANCE OF 3D LIDAR DATASETS
point number point proportion
< 10m < 30m < 50m < 70m < 10m < 30m < 50m < 70m
Semantic3D 1344M 1740M 1861M 1921M 69.62% 90.12% 96.39% 99.52%
SemanticKITTI 1567M 2397M 2503M 2505M 62.54% 95.71% 99.94% 99.99%
SemanticPOSS 40M 153M 183M 193M 20.77% 78.42% 94.12% 98.91%
voxel number voxel proportion
< 10m < 30m < 50m < 70m < 10m < 30m < 50m < 70m
Semantic3D 33K 240K 472K 663K 4.56% 33.19% 65.37% 91.77%
SemanticKITTI 30M 120M 161M 162M 18.37% 74.39% 99.51% 99.92%
SemanticPOSS 2M 23M 37M 43M 5.41% 51.08% 82.01% 96.18%
* This table only considers points with labels.
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Fig. 2. Point/voxel proportion with respect to range distance (LiDAR points with valid labels are counted). The problem of unbalanced spatial distribution
of LiDAR points can be alleviated by voxelization.
which directly counting point number and proportion may not
be meaningful in answering our question about data hungry
effects.
In this research, resampling of LiDAR points, voxelization,
is conducted to find datasets of uniform spatial resolution.
Tessellating the 3D space evenly into voxels and projecting
LiDAR points into the voxels, a set of valid voxels V = {vi}
is obtained that has at least one LiDAR point in each, where vi
is a K-dimensional vector, with each column vki denoting the
proportion of LiDAR points of label k in the voxel i. In this
research, the voxel size is (0.5 m)3. By counting the number
and proportion of valid voxels, curves are plotted in Fig. 2,
which show more even distributions with respect to distance.
Similar results can also be found in Table II and Fig. 3.
A number of measures are subsequently defined on voxels
to analyze the statistics of the datasets. Category proportion
Ck is the proportion of LiDAR points or voxels having label k.
Hence, vi is a vector of category proportions of voxel i. Scene
descriptor H is a K-dimensional vector that characterizes the
scene using category proportions. Given a voxel set V of a
scene, a descriptor H = (C0, C1..., CK−1) is generated with
each category proportion calculated as Ck =∑vi∈V vki . In this
research, V can be a voxel set of a single frame (Semantic3D),
a sequence of frames (SemanticKITTI and SemanticPOSS) or
a dataset. Given a scene S, the scene descriptor is denoted
as HS . Dynamic objects such as vehicles, persons and riders
have a much different nature than static objects such as
buildings, trees and ground and are of special importance for
autonomous driving applications. Thus, we define dynamic
scene descriptor O, which is a vector of the dynamic cat-
egories only, where each column is the instance number of
the category per frame. Given a scene S, the dynamic scene
descriptor is denoted as OS , and for a multiple frame scene,
instance numbers are the per frame average. Scene diversity
distance D is used to measure the difference between two
scenes on the scene descriptors. To balance the magnitude of
different categories, we denote standardized scene descriptor
H˜S = (C˜0, C˜1..., C˜K−1), where z-score standardized category
proportion C˜k = (Ck − mean(Ck))/std(Ck). Therein, the
mean value mean(Ck) and standard deviation std(Ck) are
calculated over all scenes of the three datasets. Given two
scenes Si and Sj , the scene diversity distance is estimated
as D(Si, Sj) = ||H˜i − H˜j ||2/K. Similarly, dynamic scene
diversity distance is defined as DO(Si, Sj) = ||O˜i−O˜j ||2/K,
in which O˜ includes C˜k of only dynamic categories. In the
following analysis, standardization is conducted on the values
of category proportions to reduce dataset bias.
Each dataset has its own definition of labels/categories,
which are much different. For comparison, merging of some
labels is conducted as described in Fig. 4. The label definition
of Level 2 is used to find consistency for scene diversity
distance analysis and inner- or cross-dataset comparison. The
label definition of Level 1 is used to represent the special
characteristics of each dataset in per-dataset analysis.
Below, we first analyze each dataset on their features of
scene description, then cross-scene and dataset comparison
to statistically evaluate the difference in their scene diversity.
Finally, we discuss the dataset concerning their representation
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Fig. 3. Comparison of point/voxel proportion of a 3D LiDAR frame in Semantic3D. (a) Visualization of the 3D LiDAR frame. (b) Proportion of LiDAR
points with respect to distance. (c) Proportion of LiDAR points with respect to categories. (d) Proportion of voxels with respect to distance. (e) Proportion of
voxels with respect to categories. Voxels distribute more evenly and category proportion on voxels match more with the visualized scene.
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Fig. 4. Integration of the different label definitions of datasets. Level 0: all labels of different datasets. Level 1: used in per-dataset analysis with limited label
merging. Level 2: used in cross-dataset analysis, a unified label matching of all datasets.
of dynamic objects.
2) Semantic3D: Semantic3D contains 15 scenes in the
training set. Each is a single frame that is measured using
a terrestrial laser scanner from a fixed position. A scene is
visualized in Fig. 5(a), with the whole dataset scene descriptor
H plotted as a histogram. Compared with the other two
datasets, it can be found that Semantic3D describes mainly
static scenes, where ground, vegetation and buildings are the
dominating categories, and the percentage of buildings is
significantly higher than the others. It has no moving objects,
except for a few parking cars.
The scenes of Semantic3D are divided into three groups,
i.e., urban, rural and suburban according to the geographic
location of the data measurement. As there is only one subur-
ban scene, i.e., S9, it is isolated from the tree structure in Fig.
6(a). Fig. 6(a) shows scene descriptor HS using histograms.
It can be found that the HS of the same group could be very
different, e.g., S3 and S8, whereas the scenes of different
groups can be very similar, e.g., S8 and S13. Regardless of
whether the scenes are in the same or different groups, the
category proportions of scene objects are very diversified. For
example, S7 is a railroad scene. It is full of natural terrain, with
almost no buildings. S3−5 are the opposite. They are cathedral
scenes full of buildings but almost no vegetation.
Semantic3D has no moving objects such as person and
rider. The category cars only includes a few parked vehicles
without instance labels. The instance-based analysis, e.g.,
dynamic scene descriptor O, is not adaptive to Semantic3D,
and the corresponding results of Semantic3D are absent in Fig.
5 and Fig. 6.
Semantic3D describes very diversified scenes. It has rich
static categories and dense point clouds. However, it describes
static scenes with no moving object. Since each scene has only
one LiDAR frame, this could create difficulty in training many
6SemanticKITTI SemanticPOSSSemantic3D
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Fig. 5. Overall analysis of each dataset. (a-c) Each data set is visualized by a representative scene and a histogram of the scene descriptor of the whole
dataset. (d-e) Per-frame average instance number of three kinds of dynamic objects. Semantic3D is absent since it describes mainly static scene and has no
instance label.
deep learning methods.
3) SemanticKITTI: SemanticKITTI contains 11 sequences
of LiDAR frames that are measured continuously from a
moving vehicle on European streets. Each sequence is treated
in this research as one scene; therefore, 11 scenes are analyzed.
A scene is visualized in Fig. 5(b), with the whole dataset
scene descriptor H plotted as a histogram. Compared with
Semantic3D, it can be found that SemanticKITTI describes
a larger street scene, where vegetation and ground are the
two highest categories, possessing more than 50% and 27%,
respectively. The proportion of buildings is low compared
to other datasets. There are dynamic objects in the dataset;
however, person, rider and bicycles/motorcycles are less than
0.1%.
SemanticKITTI provides instance labels of dynamic objects.
The number of dynamic objects is an index to describe
the complexness of a dynamic scene, which is analyzed by
counting per frame instance number in Fig. 5(d). It can be
found that SemanticKITTI has a good diversity of vehicle
distribution, e.g., average vehicle instances per frame distribute
from 0 to 32. However, persons and riders are few. Few
scenes have more than 8 persons or 4 riders. This result is
also confirmed by the dynamic scene descriptors OS of Fig.
6(b). From the 11 scene descriptors HS in Fig. 6(b), it can be
found that there are mainly two patterns that are represented
by S0 and S2. The distribution of category proportions is not
as diverse as that of Semantic3D.
SemanticKITTI describes street scenes from a moving vehi-
cle in 11 sequences of 43,552 LiDAR frames. The large data
size makes it very helpful for training deep learning models.
However, the scenes are not as diversified as Semantic3D and
have a limited number of dynamic objects.
4) SemanticPOSS: SemanticPOSS contains 6 sequences
of LiDAR frames that were measured continuously from a
moving vehicle on the campus of Peking University, China,
and has the same format as SemanticKITTI. Compared to
the other 3D LiDAR datasets collected on structured roads
or highways, SemanticPOSS describes scenes of abundant
dynamic objects, mixed traffic and traffic that are not regulated
tightly by rules.
Each sequence is treated as one scene; therefore, 6 scenes
were analyzed. A scene is visualized in Fig. 5(c), with the
whole dataset scene descriptorH plotted as a histogram, where
a more dynamic street scene is described. From the scene
descriptors of Fig. 6(c), it can be found that the distribution
of category proportions is generally similar to SemanticKITTI,
but they are both very different from Semantic3D. One reason
is that the data measurement method introduces large differ-
ences in datasets. Another is that a street scene is dominated by
static objects such as buildings, vegetation and ground, which
are of large scale and have much higher data proportions than
dynamic objects. The data proportion on dynamic objects is
minor, and their differences can easily be ignored if they are
analyzed with static objects.
The number of dynamic objects is analyzed in Fig. 5(e).
Much wider distributions can be found for all three kinds
of dynamic objects compared to SemanticKITTI, where the
average instances per frame are distributed from 0 to 32 for
the vehicle, 24 for the person and 12 for the rider. The dynamic
scene descriptors OS of Fig. 6(c) confirms these results too,
i.e., SemanticPOSS describes scenes populated by different
kinds of dynamic objects and at different crowded levels.
However, from the 6 scene descriptors HS in Fig. 6(c), it can
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Fig. 6. Per-scene analysis of each dataset. (a) Scene descriptors of 15 Semantic3D scenes, each is one frame with dense LiDAR points. (b) (Dynamic) Scene
descriptors of 11 SemanticKITTI scenes, each is a sequence of LiDAR frames. (c) (Dynamic) Scene descriptors of 6 SemanticPOSS scenes, each is a sequence
of LiDAR frames.
be found that the static scenes described by SemanticPOSS
are not as diverse.
SemanticPOSS describes street scenes from a moving ve-
hicle in 6 sequences in a total of 2,998 LiDAR frames. The
data size is limited for the training of deep learning models,
but it describes scenes of rich dynamics that are insufficient
in other datasets.
5) Cross-dataset Analysis: A confusion matrix of the
scenes of all three datasets is shown in Fig. 7(a), where each
value is the scene diversity distance D(Si, Sj) of the pair
of scenes; the whiter the less diversity, and the darker the
more diversity. For example, the first row compares the scene
diversity distances of scene S0 of Semantic3D with the others.
Additionally, from Semantic3D, D(S0, S1) and D(S0, S2) are
light gray, but D(S0, S3), D(S0, S4) and D(S0, S5) are much
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Fig. 7. Cross-dataset scene diversity distance analysis. Confusion matrixes of scene (a) and dynamic scene (b) diversity distance cross the scenes of three
datasets. The darker the more difference of the scenes. (S3D: Semantic3D, SKITTI: SemanticKITTI, SPOSS: SemanticPOSS)
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Inner-dataset scene diversity distance analysis. Mean and variance
of scene (a) and dynamic scene (b) diversity distance of each dataset,
and their comparison. (S3D: Semantic3D, SKITTI: SemanticKITTI, SPOSS:
SemanticPOSS)
darker. The answer can be found in Fig. 6(a), where S0,1,2
are rural churches, but S3,4,5 are cathedral scenes. A similar
confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 7(b) to analyze the dynamic
scenes described by the three datasets. Here, each value is the
dynamic scene diversity distance DO(Si, Sj) of the pair of
scenes.
From an overall perspective, Semantic3D has richer inner-
dataset scene diversity than the other two. The diagonal blocks
of the confusion matrix shown in Fig. 7(a) reflect the inner-
dataset scene diversity. The overall color of the Semantic3D
block is darker than that of the other two blocks. With the
D(Si, Sj) values of the scenes from the same dataset, three
boxplots are drawn in Fig. 8(a). Semantic3D has the lowest
minimum and the highest maximum, reflecting rich inner-
dataset scene diversity. SemanticPOSS generally has a higher
TABLE III
DYNAMIC SCENE OBJECTS WITH INSTANCE LABELS OF THE DATASETS
dataset
average instance per frame category proportion (%)
vehicle person rider vehicle person rider
Semantic3D / / / 1.17 / /
SemanticKITTI 10.09 0.63 0.18 3.47 0.05 0.02
SemanticPOSS 15.02 8.29 2.57 4.28 1.20 0.29
scene diversity distance than SemanticKITTI.
In general, scenes from two different datasets tend to be
more diverse. The nondiagonal blocks of the confusion matrix
shown in Fig. 7(a) reflect the cross-dataset scene diversity.
The colors of the nondiagonal blocks are generally darker than
those of the diagonal blocks. Therefore, scenes belonging to
the different datasets tend to be more diverse, which indicates
more similarity on inner-dataset scenes and more diversity on
cross-dataset scenes.
SemanticPOSS provides the richest dynamic objects and
dynamic scene diversity. Fig. 7(b) reflects the large dynamic
scene difference between SemanticPOSS and the other two.
With values from the same dataset, three boxplots are drawn
in Fig. 8(b). More specifically, the number and proportion
of dynamic objects are compared in Table III. It is obvious
that the SemanticPOSS scenes are very different from the
other two, which confirms the results in Fig. 6. Due to the
method of data acquisition, Semantic3D has only a few static
vehicles, without moving categories such as person and rider.
As a result, its dynamic scene diversity is fairly low in Fig.
8(b). From Table III, SemanticKITTI and SemanticPOSS both
have many vehicles, where the average instances per frame are
10.09 and 15.02, respectively. In addition, SemanticPOSS has
more instances of person and rider.
Due to the distinct differences in data collection, point
9density, category definition, and scene diversity among 3D
datasets, deep learning models can hardly aggregate these
datasets for training. Insufficient diversity of inner-dataset
scenes but large differences among cross-dataset scenes make
a single 3D dataset insufficient for model training, causing a
data hungry effect to some degree. As discussed in Section
IV, the models trained on one dataset may show very poor
accuracy when tested on another.
III. METHODS OF 3D SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION
In this section, we provide a comprehensive and systematic
review of the representative methods of 3D semantic segmen-
tation.
A. Traditional and Deep Learning Methods
Methods of 3D semantic segmentation have been widely
studied for decades. As illustrated in Fig.9, they are divided
into traditional and deep learning methods depending on
feature representation and processing flow.
Traditional methods of 3D semantic segmentation often use
handcrafted features to extract geometric information of points
and output point labels from a classifier such as Support Vector
Machine (SVM) or Random Forest (RF).
One common process of traditional methods is: 1) point
cloud over-segmentation, 2) calculating feature vectors of each
segment, and 3) giving each segment a semantic label by a
classifier. Anand et al. [56] constructed a graph for capturing
various features and contextual relations, and then used a
max-margin based approach for classification. Wolf et al. [57]
proposed an efficient framework capturing geometric features
of each segment and labeled them by a pre-trained RF and
CRF.
The other common process is directly designing feature vec-
tors of each point without prior over-segmentation. RF MSSF
[58] introduced a new definition of multi-scale neighborhoods
to extract a consistent geometrical meaning. Weinmann et al.
[59] proposed a framework with four independent components:
neighborhood selection, feature extraction, feature selection
and classification. They tried various existing approaches for
each component and found the optimal combination.
Deep Learning Methods use deep neural networks to learn a
feature representation and directly map input data to semantic
labels through an end-to-end procedure. Recently, a number
of studies on 3D LiDAR semantic segmentation have been
developed using deep neural networks, which can be broadly
divided into four groups, as illustrated in Fig.9 according to
the formats of input data: 1) point-based methods, 2) image-
based methods, 3) voxel-based methods, and 4) graph-based
methods. Below, we provide a more detailed review of these
groups of methods.
B. Point-based Methods
Point-based methods take raw point cloud as input directly
and output point-wise labels. These methods can process
arbitrary unstructured point clouds. The main difficulty of
raw point cloud processing is how to extract local contextual
features from the unstructured point cloud.
1) Point-wise Shared MLP: PointNet [10] is the pioneer
of point-based deep networks for unstructured point cloud
processing. It uses shared Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP) to
extract point-wise features and aggregates global features by
symmetry max pooling operation. PointNet++ [60] improved
PointNet [10] by introducing multi-scale grouping of neigh-
boring points to extract local contextual features. Its structure
is shown in Fig.10(a).
Inspired by PointNet++ [60], many methods seek improve-
ments of local feature extraction through different definitions
of ’neighbor’. Engelmann et al. [61] proposed multi-scale
input blocks (MS) with ball neighbors, while local features
are aggregated in ball neighborhoods with different scales.
PointSIFT [62] attached importance to neighbors in all direc-
tions, so they aggregated local features from 8 directions to
obtain a better contextual representation. Engelmann et al. [63]
introduced K-nearest neighbors in the learned feature space to
compute contextual information and world space neighbors
computed by K-means for local geometry information.
The sampling approach is another improvable factor of the
shared MLP architecture. Farthest Point Sampling (FPS) in
PointNet++ [60], which selects the farthest points from can-
didates at each step, is widely applied. SO-Net [64] depends
on Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [65] for sampling, which is
trained with unsupervised competitive learning for point cloud
spatial distribution modeling. RandLA-Net [52] uses random
sampling to reduce computational and memory costs. Yang et
al. [66] proposed Point Attention Transformers (PATs) using
Gumbel Subset Sampling (GSS), which is differentiable, task-
agnostic and independent of the initial sampling point.
Specifically designed layers are frequently imported for
better local feature extraction. LSANet [67] improved feature
extraction by introducing a novel Local Spatial Aware (LSA)
layer, which takes the spatial distribution of point clouds into
account by Spatial Distribution Weights (SDWs). PyramNet
[68] introduced two novel operators, Graph Embedding Mod-
ule (GEM) and Pyramid Attention Network (PAN), resulting
in more accurate local feature extraction.
2) Point Convolution: Convolution is the core operation for
feature extraction in 2D image semantic segmentation tasks,
which requests ordered inputs for local contextual information
extraction. Several methods contributed to constructing an
ordered feature sequence from unordered 3D LiDAR data,
and then convolutional deep networks were transferred to 3D
LiDAR semantic segmentation. PointCNN [69] ordered K-
nearest points by their spatial distance to the centers, which is
called the χ-Conv operator for point convolution. The differen-
tiability of χ-Conv makes PointCNN possible to train by back
propagation. To avoid overlaps between multi-scale regions in
PointNet++ [60], A-CNN [70] introduced annular convolution
applied to the ordered constrained K-nearest neighbors, which
also helps to capture better geometric representations of 3D
shapes. Kernel Point Convolution (KPConv) [71] can operate
on point clouds without any intermediate representation. Al-
terable kernel points make KPConv more flexible than most
fixed grid convolutions.
Engelmann et al. [72] demonstrated that the size of receptive
fields is directly related to the performance of semantic seg-
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Fig. 9. Overview of 3D semantic segmentation methods.
mentation. Therefore, they proposed dilated point convolution
(DPC) to increase the receptive field of convolutions by sorting
k · d nearest neighbors and computing only every d-th point.
Point Atrous Convolution (PAC) in PointAtrousNet [73] and
PointAtrousGraph [74] was also introduced to increase the
receptive field and extract multi-scale local geometric features
without extra parameters.
For computing point convolutions more efficiently, tangent
convolution [75] [76] projected points from spherical neigh-
borhoods to a tangent image for extracting surface geometry
features. It is efficient and feasible on large-scale data with
millions of points. ShellNet [77] introduced permutation in-
variant ShellConv using statistics from concentric spherical
shells to extract representative local features, which can effi-
ciently capture larger receptive fields with fewer layers.
3) Recurrent Neural Network: Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) are often used to extract contextual information of a
sequence. For 3D semantic segmentation, RNN can extract
spatial context by feeding ordered feature vectors in space.
Engelmann et al. [61] proposed Grid (G) and Recurrent
Consolidation Unit (RCU), which divide space into several
grids as the network input. Each 2×2 grid is fed into a shared
MLP unit and RCU to extract point-wise features and local
contextual features. RSNet [78] transfers unordered points into
an ordered sequence of feature vectors with a slice pooling
layer. Then, RNN takes the sequence as input and aggregates
spatial context information.
4) Lattice Convolution: A sparse permutohedral lattice is
suitable for sparse data processing such as point clouds.
SPLATNet [79] applies the Bilateral Convolution Layer (BCL)
[80] to provide a transformation between point clouds and
sparse lattices, which performs convolutions efficiently. The
network combines several BCLs to extract local features hier-
archically. LatticeNet [81] introduced a novel slicing operator
for lattice processing. Different from SPLATNet, its splatting
and slicing operations are trainable in LatticeNet to obtain a
better local feature representation.
C. Image-based Methods
Image-based methods project 3D LiDAR data onto a surface
to generate 2D images as deep model inputs. These methods
are usually derived from image semantic segmentation models,
such as Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [19] and U-
Net [82]. The output predictions with pixel-wise labels are
reprojected to origin 3D LiDAR points.
1) Multi-view Segmentation: A simple projection strategy
is choosing several positions for taking photos of given point
clouds. Felix et al. [83] rotated a virtual camera around a fixed
vertical axis to generate multi-view synthetic images, which
were processed by a FCN-based multi-stream architecture.
Pixel-level prediction scores were summed and then repro-
jected to 3D LiDAR points. Boulch et al. [84] first generated
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a mesh of 3D LiDAR data, and then produced images by
randomly choosing virtual camera positions. Finally, multi-
view segmentation labels were reprojected to origin points.
For these multi-view methods, it is important to choose ap-
propriate camera positions and projection strategies to reduce
information loss.
2) Range Image Segmentation: Rang image is usually
generated by projecting one frame 3D LiDAR data onto
a spherical surface. SqueezeSeg [11] is a typical end-to-
end network for range image semantic segmentation based
on SqueezeNet [85] and CRF. SqueezeSegV2 [54], whose
architecture is shown in Fig.10(b), improved SqueezeSeg in
model structure, loss function and robustness.
Range image segmentation methods are usually imple-
mented on sequential datasets, while spatial and temporal
information can be incorporated. Mei et al. [86] introduced
spatial constraints for predictions with more region consis-
tency. RangeNet++ [87] contributed to alleviating problems
caused by discretization or blurry CNN outputs. A GPU-
accelerated post-processing was added to recover spatial con-
sistency results. DeepTemporalSeg [88] introduced temporal
constraints based on a Bayes filter to make predictions more
temporally consistent.
Some range image segmentation methods have focused on
real-time performance, which is essential for applications such
as autonomous driving and unmanned detectors. LiSeg [89]
is a lightweight FCN-based model that reduces convolution
filters and parameters for less memory consumption and com-
putational efficiency. PointSeg [90] is a lightweight network
based on SqueezeNet [85], which balances efficiency and
accuracy by introducing enlargement layers and squeezing
reweighting layers. Both LiSeg [89] and PointSeg [90] use
dilated convolution to aggregate multi-scale context informa-
tion and accelerate computation. RIU-Net [91] is a lighter
version of U-Net [82] that requires lower computational time
and memory.
D. Voxel-based Methods
Voxel-based methods transfer 3D LiDAR data into voxels
for structured data representation. These methods usually take
voxels as input and predict each voxel with one semantic label.
A number of voxel-based methods are based on 3D Con-
volutional Neural Network (3D CNN). Huang and You [92]
proposed a typical 3D CNN-based framework for point cloud
labeling. SEGCloud [93] is based on 3D Fully Convolutional
Neural Network (3D FCNN), which is used to provide voxel-
wise probabilities of each category. Then, trilinear interpo-
lation and CRF were used to transfer probabilities back to
raw 3D points, while maintaining spatial consistency. Fully-
Convolutional Point Network (FCPN) [94] is also derived from
3D FCNN, but its input voxel features are encoded by a
simplified PointNet [10].
It is challenging for voxel-based methods to find a proper
voxel size that balances precision and computational effi-
ciency. Some methods have contributed to reducing compu-
tational cost of 3D convolution on sparse data while main-
taining acceptable accuracy. Graham et al. [95] implemented
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 10. The neural network architecture of the Selected Methods in
Experiments. (a) PointNet++ [60]. (b) SqueezeSegV2 [54]. (c) SPG [101].
a new Sparse Convolutions (SCs) and a novel operator called
Submanifold Sparse Convolution (SSC) to obtain more ef-
ficiency. Zhang et al. [96] reduced the computational cost
of 3D convolution by treating the gravitational axis as a
feature channel and using 2D convolution to process voxelized
points. ScanComplete [97] is a 3D CNN-based model with
a coarse-to-fine prediction strategy, which can dynamically
choose voxel size and aggregate multi-scale local features.
VV-NET [98] is a kernel-based interpolated Variational Auto-
Encoder (VAE). Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) and group
convolution are introduced to handle sparse data efficiently.
VolMap [99] is a lightweight version of U-Net [82] for real-
time semantic segmentation by taking volumetric bird-eye
view LiDAR data as input. 3DCNN-DQN-RNN [100] fuses
3D CNN, Deep Q-Network (DQN) and Residual RNN for
efficient 3D semantic segmentation, while 3D CNN extracts
multi-scale features, DQN localizes and segments objects, and
RNN merges features into a robust representation.
E. Graph-based Methods
Graph-based methods construct a graph from 3D LiDAR
data. A vertex usually represents a point or a group of
points, and edges represent adjacency relationships between
vertexes. Graph construction and graph convolution are two
key operations of these methods.
As shown in Fig.10(c), Super-Point Graph (SPG) [101] is
a representative work. This network employs a PointNet [10]
to encode vertex features and graph convolutions to extract
contextual information. GACNet [102] proposed a novel graph
convolution operation, Graph Attention Convolution (GAC).
In graph construction, each vertex represents one point, and
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edges are added between each vertex and its nearest neigh-
bors. Standard graph convolution neglects structural relations
between points of the same object. GAC dynamically assigns
attentional weights to different adjacent points to overcome
this limitation. Jiang et al. [103] proposed a hierarchically
constructed graph instead of a fixed graph. The graph is
initialized from a coarse layer and gradually enriched along
the point decoding process. Benefiting from the hierarchical
graph, edge features in different layers integrate contextual
information in local regions.
IV. DATA HUNGRY OR NOT? EXPERIMENTS
As addressed in the previous sections, three representative
datasets, Semantic3D [7], SemanticKITTI [8] and Semantic-
POSS [40], are analyzed statistically. In this section, we design
three experiments to answer the following questions: How
dose scene diversity influence the model performance? How
dose training dataset size influence the model performance?
Does data hungry problem in scene diversity and dataset size
exist for 3D LiDAR datasets?
A. Selected Methods in Experiments
Three representative methods are selected in the experi-
ments, PointNet++ [60], SqueezeSegV2 [54], and SPG [101].
Each of them represents one type of mainstream methods.
PointNet++ is a typical point-based method taking raw
point clouds as input. The architecture of PointNet++ is shown
in Fig.10(a). PointNet++ is a hierarchical encode-decode struc-
ture based on shared MLP. The sampling layer, grouping layer
and PointNet layer are used to learn local contextual features.
Many point-based methods are derived from the PointNet++
architecture and optimize tje sampling approach and grouping
approach to improve the performance.
SqueezeSegV2 is a typical image-based method taking
range images as input. The architecture of SqueezeSegV2 is
a convolutional neural network, which is shown in Fig.10(b).
SqueezeSegV2 is chosen as a deputy of CNN-based archi-
tectures, which is similar to most image-based methods and
voxel-based methods.
SPG is a typical graph-based method taking the super-point
graph as input. A segmentation algorithm is used to partition
point clouds into several groups as vertexes of the graph.
Edges are constructed to represent contextual relationships
between vertexes by comparing the shape and size of the
adjacent point groups. The architecture of SPG is shown in
Fig.10(c). The PointNet layer and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
are used to learn local contextual features and implement graph
convolution.
B. Outline of the Experiments
For the 3D semantic segmentation task, deep learning
models need to give semantic predictions to every point of
the given point cloud. To evaluate the model performance, we
use the Intersection over Union (IoU) given by
IoUc =
TPc
TPc + FPc + FNc
(1)
where TPc,FPc,FNc denote the number of true positive,
false positive, false negative predictions of category c. Let N
be the number of categories used for measurement, the mean
IoU (mIoU) is defined as the arithmetic mean of IoU, namely,
mIoU =
1
N
N∑
c=1
IoUc (2)
To analyze the data hungry effects of scene diversity and
data size, three experiments shown in Table IV, are designed.
TABLE IV
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS.
Experiment 1
cross-scene generalization evaluation.
Experiment 2
cross-dataset generalization evaluation.
Experiment 3
Dataset size effects evaluation.
Scope Scene diversity Scene diversity Dataset size
Purpose
Train models on a single dataset with
different scene diversity, and examine how
the data hungry problem of scene diversity
affects models performances.
Train models on different datasets, and
examine how the data hungry problem
of scene diversity affects models perfor-
mances.
Examine how the data hungry problem of
dataset size affects models performances,
and whether the models are hungry for
dataset size.
Dataset Semantic3D SemanticKITTI, SemanticPOSS SemanticKITTI
Model PointNet++, SPG PointNet++, SqueezeSegV2, SPG PointNet++, SqueezeSegV2, SPG
Method
Three sub-datasets are made on Seman-
tic3D, 1) urban: a dataset contains urban
scene only, 2) rural: a dataset contains
rural scenes only, 3) mix: a dataset con-
tains both rural and urban scenes. Each
sub-dataset is divided randomly into two
parts for training and testing. The selected
models are trained and tested crosswise on
these sub-datasets.
Three datasets are used, SemanticKITTI,
SemanticPOSS, and a mixed dataset,
which contains both SemanticKITTI and
SemanticPOSS data. Similar to Experi-
ment 1, selected methods are trained and
tested crosswise on these datasets.
Evaluate the model performance using
different amounts of training data. We use
parts of SemanticKITTI data to train the
models and compare mIoU of the model
predictions.
Label for testing
man-made terrain, natural terrain, high
vegetation, low vegetation, building, hard
scape, car
person, rider, vehicle, traffic sign/pole,
trunk, vegetation, fence, building, bicy-
cle/motorcycle, ground
person, rider, vehicle, traffic sign/pole,
trunk, vegetation, fence, building, bicy-
cle/motorcycle, ground
Other details Weights of all categories are the same fortraining.
Weights of all categories are the same for
training. Single frame of point clouds is
used as input, not overlapped frames.
Weights of all categories are the same for
training. Single frame of point clouds is
used as input, not overlapped frames.
Result Table V, Fig.12, Fig.11(a) Table VI, Fig.13, Fig.11(b) Table VII, Fig.14(a)
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TABLE V
RESULT OF EXPERIMENT 1: CROSS-SCENE GENERATION EVALUATION.
Category Model PointNet++ SPG
Test Train urban rural mix urban rural mix
m
an
-m
ad
e
te
rr
ai
n
urban 95.3 90.0 94.3 99.7 99.6 99.6
rural 89.0 91.8 88.3 80.0 96.1 96.5
mix 92.2 90.5 91.4 97.7 99.3 99.4
na
tu
ra
l
te
rr
ai
n urban 92.1 68.0 85.6 93.8 79.3 84.6
rural 80.0 85.3 78.3 32.8 92.4 91.1
mix 82.1 79.3 79.6 51.2 88.1 89.1
hi
gh
ve
ge
ta
tio
n urban 88.5 91.3 90.9 91.4 93.2 93.4
rural 90.2 93.3 87.4 11.2 85.9 34.7
mix 90.2 93.1 88.1 49.0 89.1 60.8
bu
ild
in
g urban 96.5 95.9 97.5 95.3 87.3 94.1
rural 89.8 92.3 88.5 76.9 95.1 92.8
mix 94.0 94.5 93.9 90.7 88.9 93.8
m
Io
U
urban 69.6 62.0 68.6 80.5 68.4 78.9
rural 71.9 78.9 73.5 38.3 86.6 71.4
mix 71.7 72.1 71.7 62.6 75.3 75.7
1 IoU of some dominant categories. Deeper color means the better perfor-
mance on a specific test scene using a model.
(a) (b)
Fig. 11. mIoU of the models trained on different scenes (PN++: PointNet++,
SqV2: SqueezeSegV2). (a) Result of Experiment 1. (b) Result of Experiment
2. The different color of box means different training scenes. The values
of vertical axis means mIoU. Each box shows the maximum, minimum and
median of the mIoU on different test set.
C. Results
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Table V. Because
SemanticKITTI is much larger than SemanticPOSS, we add
different weights when calculating the mIoU of the mixed
dataset to balance the data size bias. In Table V and Table
VI, experimental performances are colorized in units of 3×3
blocks. In each 3×3 block, the best result in each row is
marked as the deepest red, and the worst is white. The medium
results are colored depending on their distance to the best one.
Let us see the left bottom 3×3 block in Table V as an example,
i.e., mIoU of different models based on PointNet++. In the
first row, 69.6 indicates that the model trained on the urban
set performs the best on the urban test set, and the model
trained on the rural set achieves the worst mIoU (62.0) on the
urban test set. For both Table V and Table VI, we can see a
specific models performance on different test scenes from a
column view, and the performances of different models on a
specific test scene from a row view.
To compare the general performance and robustness of a
specific model, we use the box plot shown in Fig.11. Each
box shows the maximum, minimum and median of the mIoU
on different test sets. A higher position of a box indicates that
the model performs relatively better, and a shorter length of
a box indicates that the model performs relatively robustly. In
addition, Fig.12 and Fig.13 intuitively shows some prediction
results of several test scenes. We emphasize some special
objects of the scenes for better comparison.
The results of Experiment 3 are shown in Table VII and
Fig.14(a). The curve of Fig.14(a) shows the performance
trends of the models changing along with the training data
size.
D. Findings
We will answer the question of whether there are data
hungry effects for 3D semantic segmentation using deep
learning methods from two aspects, scene diversity and dataset
size.
1) Scene diversity: From the results of Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2, we can summarize our findings as follows:
- Performance decrease occurs when testing a model at
scenes much different from the training scenes. As shown in
Table V, all models trained on rural scenes have a performance
decrease when testing on urban scenes, and vice versa. This is
probably caused by the high scene diversity between urban and
rural scenes. A similar phenomenon appears in experiments
with SemanticKITTI and SemanticPOSS, as shown in Table
VI. Apart from the mixed dataset, mIoU always decreases
when testing on different datasets with the training dataset.
Both Table V and Table VI show deeper color on the diagonal
of each 3×3 block, which indicates better performance on
similar scenes.
- Preponderant categories are easier to distinguish. A
specific example is the high vegetation in Table V. Models
trained on rural scenes are good at classifying high vegeta-
tion because of its preponderance in rural scenes. Table VI
shows a similar phenomenon. For example, SemanticPOSS
has a higher density of person than SemanticKITTI but fewer
samples of other categories. As a result, models trained on
SemanticPOSS achieve better performance on person, but are
generally weaker on other categories. Several specific model
predictions are shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13.
- High scene diversity of a training set can improve the
robustness of the model. As shown in Table V and Table
VI, models training on the mixed scenes obtain acceptable
predictions regardless of the test scenes. Fig.11 summarizes
different model performances using boxplots. Obviously, the
mixed model has shorter boxes, which means a narrow dis-
tribution of minimum/maximum mIoU in general, showing its
more stable performance and robustness. From the PointNet++
results in Fig.13, it can be found that the mixed model tends
to combine adept categories from model training on a single
dataset, i.e., static categories for SemanticKITTI and dynamic
objects for SemanticPOSS.
- In summary, the data hungry problem in scene
diversity currently exists for 3D LiDAR datasets. Lack
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TABLE VI
RESULT OF EXPERIMENT 2: CROSS-DATASET GENERATION EVALUATION.
Category Model PointNet++ SqueezeSegV2 SPG
Test
Train SKITTI SPOSS mix SKITTI SPOSS mix SKITTI SPOSS mix
pe
rs
on
SKITTI 0.7 6.4 1.8 15.4 2.9 5.7 2.8 0.9 3.9
SPOSS 0.0 20.8 18.7 0.0 18.4 15.8 4.2 17.2 18.0
mix 0.4 13.6 10.3 7.7 10.7 10.8 3.5 9.1 11.0
ve
hi
cl
e SKITTI 53.2 16.6 53.1 78.4 8.0 30.1 49.0 15.9 16.1
SPOSS 4.1 8.9 8.8 1.6 34.9 15.7 15.3 11.5 14.3
mix 28.7 12.8 31.0 40.0 21.5 22.9 32.2 13.7 15.2
ve
ge
ta
tio
n SKITTI 64.0 48.2 64.3 72.6 56.3 40.0 51.2 33.8 51.7
SPOSS 46.3 51.2 50.0 8.9 0.2 22.7 49.2 52.8 52.4
mix 55.2 49.7 57.2 40.8 28.3 31.4 50.2 43.3 52.1
bu
ild
in
g SKITTI 61.8 41.5 62.7 69.7 47.0 47.1 38.7 16.2 33.7
SPOSS 18.9 42.7 36.7 9.2 9.6 47.0 34.3 55.3 51.6
mix 40.4 42.1 49.7 39.5 28.3 47.1 36.5 35.8 42.7
gr
ou
nd SKITTI 80.9 57.2 80.8 88.2 71.3 66.3 51.3 36.8 51.4
SPOSS 40.0 62.2 62.0 45.1 28.9 56.5 36.3 75.6 73.4
mix 60.5 59.7 71.4 66.7 50.1 61.4 43.8 56.2 62.4
m
Io
U SKITTI 30.4 16.4 30.5 44.8 5.0 23.5 17.0 6.0 16.1
SPOSS 12.7 20.1 19.5 6.6 29.8 19.6 8.8 28.6 20.9
mix 21.6 18.3 25.0 25.7 17.4 21.6 12.9 17.3 18.5
1 SKITTI denotes SemanticKITTI, SPOSS denotes SemanticPOSS.
2 IoU of some dominant categories. Deeper color means the better performance on a specific test scene using a model.
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rural scene
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man-made terrain natural terrain high vegetation low vegetation buildings hard scape scanning artifacts cars
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Test on 
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Fig. 12. Case study of Experiment 1 of SPG result. (HV: high vegetation, B: building). The model trained on rural scenes generally performs better on high
vegetation than trained on urban scenes. The model trained on mixed scenes performs more robustly across all scenes.
of some specific category or biased category distribution are
common phenomena for datasets. For example, Semantic3D
does not have dynamic categories such as person, making it
unsuitable for applications such as autonomous driving sys-
tems. Models training on SemanticKITTI may not be suitable
for environments with high density persons. In addition, a
single dataset usually does not have enough scene diversity to
obtain a well-generalized model, and training models in mixed
datasets may lead to some improvement of scene diversity.
However, simply merging more datasets to obtain better scene
diversity will face great resistance, and even lead to model
performance decreases, which are further discussed in Section
VI. Therefore, the data hungry problem in scene diversity is
still challenging for 3D LiDAR semantic segmentation models
to improve their generalization ability.
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Fig. 13. Case study of Experiment 2 of PointNet++ result. Models trained on SemanticPOSS perform better in labeling dynamic objects such as box A, D,
E, but makes more mistakes in some static objects such as box B, C, F. Models training on SemanticKITTI are on the contrary. If using both datasets to train,
models perform more robust and makes less mistakes.
2) Dataset size: The results of Experiment 3 illustrate the
facts as follows:
- Increasing training data improves model performance.
All three models show uptrends with increasing training data.
It is easy to understand that incremental data provides more
features and information for models.
Second, different models have different sensitivitis to
the quantity of training data. As shown in Fig.14(a), the
uptrend of SqueezeSegV2 is more significant than that of
PointNet++. It seems that the data requirements of different
models are different. SqueezeSegV2 takes range images as
input, which are sensitive to the LiDAR’s position. Incremental
LiDAR frames in a scene captured at different viewpoints
may provide more information for range image inputs than
point cloud inputs. Therefore, the curve of PointNet++ seems
to be saturated with 25% training data, while the curve of
SqueezesegV2 maintains its growing trend.
- In summary, the data hungry problem for dataset
size exists for current 3D LiDAR datasets. The continuous
uptrend of the mIoU-size curve indicates that the model
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TABLE VII
RESULT OF EXPERIMENT 3 DATASET SIZE EFFECTS EVALUATION.
Category
Model
size
12.50% 25% 50% 75% 100%
person
PointNet++ 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7
SPG 0.6 0.4 1.1 1.0 2.3
SqueezeSegV2 1.3 3.0 6.9 7.5 15.4
vehicle
PointNet++ 52.2 54.4 54.5 54.5 54.9
SPG 44.9 46.2 47.0 48.8 50.1
SqueezeSegV2 61.6 68.4 71.6 74.7 78.4
vegetation
PointNet++ 63.3 64.7 64.1 62.8 64.0
SPG 47.4 47.9 53.1 52.6 52.7
SqueezeSegV2 60.2 66.6 70.8 71.7 72.6
building
PointNet++ 59.2 61.7 61.8 60.6 61.9
SPG 33.2 36.7 34.1 36.1 38.0
SqueezeSegV2 57.6 64.7 68.4 69.0 69.7
ground
PointNet++ 63.0 63.5 64.4 65.0 65.3
SPG 45.0 44.9 50.7 51.9 52.2
SqueezeSegV2 78.7 79.7 86.2 88.2 88.2
mIoU
PointNet++ 19.7 21.2 21.5 21.5 21.9
SPG 13.2 14.5 15.2 15.8 17.1
SqueezeSegV2 24.4 28.2 32.6 34.5 37.2
1 IoU of some dominant categories using different training dataset size.
Experiment on SemanticKITTI dataset.
(a) (b)
Fig. 14. (a) Plots of training DATASET SIZE v.s. MODELS IoU. Experiment
on SemanticKITTI dataset. (b) Plots of MODELS accuracy with respect to
distance. Experiment on SemanticPOSS dataset.
does not reach limit of its ability and requires more data
for improvement. It can be predicted that the mIoU will
continue increasing if more training data are used. All three
models show a continuous uptrend to different degrees when
adding training data. Therefore, for most deep learning models,
existing datasets are not sufficient.
3) Instance Distance and Quality: In 3D datasets, point
clouds become sparser with increasing distance to the sensor.
Therefore, the points far away from the sensor are hard to
be correctly classified. As shown in Fig.14(b), the model
prediction accuracy decreases with increasing distance, but
their downtrends are different. PointNet++ and SqueezeSegV2
show an obvious downtrend, but SPG does not clearly show
an accuracy drop.
For an object, the further away from the sensor, the fewer
number of points it contains and the higher possibility it will be
occluded. Because the features of an object with too few points
are vague and confusing, even for a human, it is difficult to
definitely distinguish them. Fig.15 shows some car instances
with different points in the range image view. It is difficult
30 (28.1m) 60 (31.2m) 90 (33.9m) 120 (27.7m) 150 (23.5m)
180 (25.8m) 210 (24.5m) 240 (23.1m) 270 (23.4m) 300 (23.6m)
330 (24.4m) 360 (19.5m) 390 (19.8m) 420 (21.7m) 450 (18.0m)
500 (18.3m) 600 (15.8m) 700 (14.3m) 800 (12.5m) 1000 (13.6m)
Fig. 15. Car instances with different point number in range image. The point
numbers of instances are shown in black text and corresponding distances are
shown in red text.
(a) SemanticKITTI (b) SemanticPOSS
Fig. 16. Instances with different point number distribution in SemanticKITTI
and SemanticPOSS.
to recognize instances with fewer than 150 points or more
than 25m. The car features become clear with the increase in
points. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the point number as
a measurement of instance quality.
We calculate statistics of the point number distribution of
person and vehicle instances in SemanticKITTI and Semantic-
POSS, as shown in Fig.16. More than 50% of instances contain
fewer than 120 points, which makes no significant contribution
to model training. Although it is inevitable for 3D LiDAR
datasets to contain these instances, they truly enhance the
data hungry problem for data size in the 3D LiDAR semantic
segmentation task.
V. EFFORTS TO SOLVE DATA HUNGRY PROBLEMS
The data hungry problem is currently a general problem of
deep learning systems [21], where large research efforts have
been made for solutions in the fields of machine learning,
including computer vision, intelligent vehicles, and robotics.
These efforts can be broadly divided into two groups: 1)
developing new methodologies that do not require a large
quantity of fine annotated data and 2) developing new data
annotation methods that are less human intensive. Both efforts
can be further divided into two groups: 1) incorporating
domain knowledge for 3D LiDAR data processing and 2)
general purposes that have proven to be useful on other
kinds of data yet have not been adapted on 3D LiDAR
applications. Hereinafter, we refer to these two groups as 3D
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Fig. 17. Overview of efforts to solve data hungry problems. (General methods: ideas come from computer vision or machine learning studies but can be
heuristic or generalized to solve data hungry problems of 3D LiDAR semantic segmentation.)
LiDAR methods and general methods for conciseness. Fig.
17 illustrates the state-of-the-art of these efforts.
A. Methodology
1) Weakly and semi-supervised methods: Weakly and semi-
supervised methods are widely used to solve the data hungry
problem with data size. They aim to mine the value of weak
supervision as much as possible for training deep networks
with limited data size.
a) General methods: Most studies on weakly and semi-
supervised semantic segmentation are investigated in the image
domain. Due to the existence of large image classification
datasets such as ImageNet [26], image-level annotations are
easy to obtain as weak supervisions of semantic segmentation
[104] [105]. Sometimes, image-level weak supervision is inte-
grated with additional information for better performance, such
as prior knowledge of object size [106], saliency models indi-
cating object regions [107] [108] [109] and superpixels [110]
[111]. In addition to image-level labels, there are many other
types of weak supervision with relatively low labeling costs,
such as bounding boxes [104] [112] [113], scribbles [114]
and point supervision [115]. Prior knowledge can provide
general constraints on objects and help make the predictions
more detailed. Priors of objectness [107] [110], class-agnostic
shape [111] [116], street layout [117] or combinations of
several priors [106] are all useful for weak supervision. Pseudo
labeling is an instinctive choice for weak supervision. The
general idea uses model predictions to annotate unlabeled data,
which is universally applicable for classification [118] [119]
and semantic segmentation [120] [121]. In addition, there are
various ideas for weakly and semi-supervised learning, such
as spatiotemporal constraints from videos [122] or optical flow
[123], supervisions from other modalities, such as GPS [124]
[125] [126] and LiDAR [127].
b) 3D LiDAR methods: In 3D LiDAR semantic segmen-
tation tasks and available weak supervision are not as abundant
as those in image-related tasks. Xu et al. [128] used point
supervision and only needed 10× fewer labels. In addition,
Mei et al. [129] proposed a rule-based classifier that integrates
prior human domain geometrical knowledge and automatically
generates weak annotations for network pretraining.
Pseudo labeling is another common idea that can be im-
plemented for 3D LiDAR data. Xu et al. [130] designed a
PointNet-based semi-supervised framework, and spatial rela-
tionships were introduced to assist the pseudo labeling process.
Additional multimodal information is helpful when facing
data hungry problems. Kim et al. [131] proposed a novel
multimodal CNN architecture for season-invariant semantic
segmentation tasks that fused images and 3D LiDAR informa-
tion. They achieve 25% IoU improvement without collecting
extremely expensive long-term datasets.
In addition, spatiotemporal constraints could help transit
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weak supervisions from adjacent points or LiDAR frames.
Mei et al. [132] integrated spatial constraints with features
and label consistency into an objective function, which helps
the model simultaneously consider intraclass compactness and
interclass separability. Mei et al. [86] used spatiotemporal
relations in neighboring frames to automatically generate
sample constraints. By punishing constraints with inconsistent
labels, they achieved near fully supervised performance with
only a few manual annotations. Dewan et al. [88] proposed
a Bayes filter based method using knowledge from previous
scans, which makes the sequential predictions more temporally
consistent with limited training data.
2) Self-supervised methods: For most deep learning frame-
works, it is a common choice to pretrain with large-scale
datasets such as ImageNet [26] before fine-tuning the model
to specific visual tasks. However, when facing the data hungry
problem in large-scale datasets, self-supervised learning meth-
ods can take the place of pretraining by introducing designed
pretext tasks.
a) General methods: Generally, models are trained on
pretext tasks to learn meaningful representations related to
the target task without any human annotations. Some typical
pretext tasks include context prediction [133] [134], inpainting
[135], colorization [136] [137] and temporal correlation [138]
[139]. Although researchers have designed various pretext
tasks, self-supervision performance is still not equal to pre-
training. Zhan et al. [140] attempted to overcome this gap by
incorporating a mix-and-match tuning stage in self-supervised
learning. Noroozi et al. [141] also made attempts by decou-
pling the self-supervised learning pipeline, which helped the
models perform better from the same pretext task and transfer
knowledge to improve learning.
b) 3D LiDRA methods: Inspired by the context predic-
tion pretext task for image semantic segmentation, Sauder et
al. [142] attempted to learn from the spatial distribution. They
randomly rearranged voxels (parts that construct an integral
object, wheels of a car, wing of a plane, etc.) and attempted to
predict the voxels origin positions, which helps the model learn
some prior common sense about objects spatial structures.
In addition to learning from pretext tasks, self-supervised
methods can also be implemented for clustering points with
similar semantic information or common features. Maligo
and Lacroix [143] classified point clouds into a large set of
categories through self-supervised Gaussian mixture models,
which means annotators can simply assign semantic labels to
these categories instead of point-level manual annotation.
3) Transfer learning: Data hungry problems are reflected
not only by the desire of dataset scale. Hungry data diversity
prevents deep models from generalizing among different sce-
narios. Transfer learning methods are designed to apply gained
knowledge from a known domain to new domains.
a) General methods: One common approach to trans-
ferring knowledge between domains is adversarial methods.
Biasetton et al. [144] proposed an unsupervised domain adap-
tation strategy to reduce the gap between synthetic and real
data. Vu et al. [120] pushed the models decision boundaries
toward target domains through an entropy minimization objec-
tive. Romera et al. [145] used a generative adversarial network
to convert images between day and night, which assists in data
hungry problems under diverse illumination conditions.
Another commonly used approach is combining techniques
from self-training. Zou et al. [121] made use of pseudo labels
from predictions in the target domain for alternative self-
training. Spatial priors were incorporated for the category
imbalance problem.
Furthermore, Jaritz et al. [146] explored transferring knowl-
edge between multimodal domains. Specifically, using infor-
mation from the LiDAR domain, their 2D network learns the
appearance of objects in both day and night, and then the
3D network benefited from the image domain to reduce false
predictions.
b) 3D LiDAR methods: Transfer learning can help trans-
fer knowledge from other domains to reduce the data demand
of 3D LiDAR. Wu et al. [11] attempted to obtain extra training
data from a LiDAR simulator GTA-V. To make the synthetic
data more realistic, they transferred the noise distribution
of KITTI data to synthesized data. In [54], they proposed
an upgrade version for domain shift with three components:
learned intensity rendering, geodesic correlation alignment and
progressive domain calibration. With knowledge transferred
from the real world, models trained on synthetic data can even
outperform baselines trained on real datasets.
Other than the scale of datasets, the data hungry problem
may be reflected by imbalanced categories distribution. It is
usually difficult to classify nondominant categories because of
their rare appearance and few sensor perceptions. Abdou et al.
[147] proposed a weighted self-incremental transfer learning
method as a solution. They reweighted the loss function
based on the proportion of categories and trained nondominant
categories preferentially, which helped solve the data hungry
of nondominant categories.
4) Few-shot learning: Few-shot learning aims to generalize
to new tasks with only a few annotations and prior knowledge.
Its extremely efficient usage of annotations is expected to
be helpful with data hungry problems. To the best of our
knowledge, few-shot learning has not been implemented on
3D LiDAR semantic segmentation, so we only review general
methods.
a) General methods: First, few-shot learning was intro-
duced by Shaban et al. [148] for one-way semantic segmenta-
tion. They proposed a two-branch architecture to predict pixel-
level segmentation masks given only a single image and its
annotation. After that, Zhang et al. [149] and Hu et al. [150]
followed the two-branch architecture design and introduced an
attention mechanism for enhancement.
More generally, algorithms need to simultaneously segment
more than one object for application, i.e., N-way semantic
segmentation. Dong and Xing [151] first formulated the N-
way k-shot semantic segmentation problem. They followed the
prototype theory from cognitive science [152] and extended it
from prototypical networks [153] for few-shot classification.
Wang et al. [154] also made use of learned prototypes to
distinguish various semantic classes. Different from previous
methods, Tian et al. [155] employed an optimization-based
method that leverages the linear classifier instead of nonlinear
layers for training efficiency. Bucher et al. [156] moved
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forward from few-shot to zero-shot semantic segmentation.
The core idea is to transfer semantic similarities between
linguistic identities from text embedding space to visual space.
B. Data Annotation
1) Fully/semi-automatic annotation: The high cost of
pixel/point-level human annotations is one of the most im-
portant factors causing data hungry problems. Many studies
have focused on obtaining cheaper annotations by designing
fully or semi-automatic annotation methods.
a) General methods: Fully automatic annotation often
uses labels from additional sensors, such as drivable paths
from GPS [124] [125] [126] and road marking annotations
from LiDARs intensity channel [127]. They are usually con-
sidered weak supervisions for supplements.
Compared with manually annotating all pixels, some semi-
automatic annotation methods attempt to obtain dense seg-
mentation masks through simple clicks. Saleh et al. [157]
generated foreground masks based on objectness priors and
smoothed them with a dense CRF module. Kolesnikov et al.
[158] clustered image regions encoded in a deep networks
midlevel features to obtain segmentation masks. Petrovai et al.
[159] proposed a tool for annotators with a slider to adjust the
threshold for the region merge classifier. Alonso et al. [160]
proposed an adaptive superpixel segmentation propagation
method to automatically augment the sparse point annotations
from human to dense point annotations. Mackowiak et al.
[161] utilized the active learning idea, which makes the model
select worthiest regions for hand labeling. They achieved 95%
performance with only 17% labeling efforts, which signifi-
cantly reduces the annotation cost.
b) 3D LiDAR methods: Fine annotations in 3D space are
much more time consuming. Methods that attempt to obtain
fully automatic annotations usually depend on prior knowledge
of geometry or labels from other sensors. Li et al. [162] used
a decision-tree model to integrate prior knowledge among
different categories and generate initialized training labels of
object segments. Inspired by [163], a confidence estimation
was designed for filtering mislabeled training samples. In
addition to the methods based on prior knowledge, several
studies [164] [165] [166] introduced labels from camera data
helping 3D LiDAR annotations.
In addition, some semi-automatic methods have attempted
to make 3D LiDAR annotation easier and faster. Luo et al.
[167] introduced an active learning framework incorporating
neighbor-consistency priors to create a minimal manually
annotated training set. As a result, only a few supervoxels need
to be annotated. Maligo et al. [143] tried to cluster points into
a large set of categories before manual annotation. A Gaussian
mixture model was introduced for unsupervised clustering.
Human annotators only need to group these categories and
give them semantic labels through only a few shots.
2) Synthetic data: With the impressive progress of com-
puter graphics, synthetic data have become an alternative to
expensive and time-consuming manual annotations. Ground
truth annotations can be easily obtained while playing video
games or running a simulator.
a) General methods: Video games are usually the first
choice for synthetic data collection. Richter et al. built syn-
thetic datasets called GTA-V [168] and VIPER [169] based
on the commercial game engine Grand Theft Auto V. VIPER
provides the ground truth of image semantic segmentation,
instance segmentation, 3D scene layout, visual odometry and
optical flow. Krahenbuhl [170] extended the data collection
across three video games with more diverse scenarios.
Scenarios based on video games only provide limited free-
dom for customization. To overcome this drawback, SYN-
THIA [171] and VEIS [172] used the Unity3D [173] devel-
opment platform to design urban structures and add objects
optionally.
Synthetic data provide economical supplements for data
hungry , but domain adaptation techniques are still needed
when applied in the real world.
b) 3D LiDAR methods: Several attempts have been made
to obtain point-level labels of 3D LiDAR data from simulators.
Wang et al. [174] proposed a pipeline for automatic generation
of simulated 3D LiDAR with point-level labels. It is based
on CARLA [175], a simulator for autonomous driving. There
are some other general synthetic datasets, such as SYNTHIA
[171] and [170], which are based on video games. They are
not designed for obtaining synthetic 3D LiDAR data, but
the annotations of depth images may be exploited for the
acquisition of 3D LiDAR data.
Except for acquiring annotations from thorough synthetic
scenes, Fang et al. [176] proposed a novel LiDAR simulator
that augments real scene points with synthetic obstacles. The
real background point clouds are obtained using a LiDAR
scanner to sweep the street view. Then, synthetic movable
obstacles can be placed in the real background. An upgraded
version that extracts real traffic flows is described in [177]. The
combination of real static backgrounds and realistic obstacle
placement learned from real traffic flows decreases the gap
between synthetic data and the real world, which is inspiring
for addressing data hungry problems with synthetic data.
VI. FUTURE WORKS AND DISCUSSION
The ”data hungry” problem is increasingly being recognized
as a serious and widespread problem for 3D LiDAR semantic
segmentation. However, solutions for the data hungry problem
in 3D LiDAR have still been a largely underexplored domain
compared with studies in computer vision and machine learn-
ing. Developing new methods that rely less on fine annotated
3D LiDAR data and developing more diversified 3D LiDAR
datasets could become two main directions to focus on. Below,
we elaborate on future works in these directions, followed by
a discussion on the open questions, which leads to important,
but until now, little studied topics.
A. Methodology
Compared to the vast number of methods using visual
images, studies on 3D LiDAR data are very limited in both
breadth and depth, and are usually sporadic, premature and
unsystematic. Some new tendencies, such as few-shot learning,
to the best of our knowledge, have not been attempted on
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3D LiDAR data for semantic segmentation or relevant tasks.
Below, we discuss the potential future topics on these aspects.
1) Bounding boxes: The bounding box has been used
as a weak supervision signal in developing many semantic
segmentation methods of visual images [112] [113] [107]
[104], and bounding boxes are actually available in many open
datasets [41] [42] [43] [44], as reviewed in Table I. Can we
make use of this information in processing 3D LiDAR data?
The idea of solving the data hungry problem in 3D LiDAR
seems to be absent in the efforts until now.
2) Prior knowledge: Different from visual images, 3D
LiDAR captures real-world data of true physical size and
spatial geometry. Many prior knowledge can be used. For
example, if a LiDAR sensor is mounted on a vehicle, it is easy
to find an approximate elevation value of the ground surface
by making use of the prior knowledge that the vehicle is on
the ground and the geometry parameters from sensor to ground
are calibrated. This prior knowledge can greatly help to save
learning costs.
3) Spatial-temporal constraints: Semantic segmentation of
video has been studied in computer vision and multime-
dia societies [178]; however, 3D LiDAR data have been
mostly processed frame by frame, even for those collected
sequentially from a moving vehicle. Such processing ignores
temporal continuity and coherence cues, which can help to
save computation time, improve accuracy and reduce the needs
of fine annotated data by introducing new constraints in a
semi-supervised training method.
4) Self-supervised learning: To make use of the large
quantity of unlabeled data, self-supervised learning sets the
learning objectives by composing a pretext task to obtain
supervision from the data. Such an idea is still rare in 3D
LiDAR processing, whereas various pretext tasks have been
designed on images to learn meaningful representations, such
as context prediction [133] [134], inpainting [135], and tempo-
ral correlation [138] [139], which may inspire new directions
in the 3D LiDAR domain.
5) Few-shot learning: The ability to learn from few labeled
samples could be the fundamental solution of the data hungry
problem. Few-shot learning, as the name implies, generalizes
new tasks from a few supervisions and prior knowledge, as
a human being does. Shaban et al. [148] was among the first
to introduce such techniques for semantic segmentation. The
idea of few-shot learning is inspiring, but the studies are still
in the early stages and to our knowledge, few-shot learning
has not been applied to 3D LiDAR data.
B. Datasets
The superior performance of deep learning methods is usu-
ally established on a large quantity of fine annotated datasets.
However, currently, 3D LiDAR datasets are very limited in
terms of both size and diversity, which is a bottleneck that
restricts the studies and technical progress in this field. On
the one hand, the efforts of dataset generation should receive
more attention and be more highly evaluated. On the other
hand, how can data generation be more efficient and less labor
intensive? More research is needed, where some potential
topics are discussed below.
1) Label transfer: Label transfer is a cheap solution to ob-
tain more 3D LiDAR annotations, which borrows labels from
other modalities, such as images. The impressive performance
of state-of-the-art methods in image semantic segmentation
makes it possible to transfer labels from images to 3D LiDAR
data [165] [166] [164]. However, existing methods usually
project image results to 3D LiDAR data, where both correct
and incorrect annotations are transferred; therefore, the quality
is not guaranteed. Error detection mechanisms are needed
in this procedure, where prior knowledge, such as the size,
geometry, spatial and temporal coherence of 3D LiDAR data,
could be important cues to filter false alarms.
2) Semi-automatic annotation: Semiautomatic annotation
is an attempt to find a balance between the efficiency and
quality of data generation. Some studies [179] [180] use semi-
automatic methods to accelerate the labeling of 3D bounding
boxes, which automatically combines the results of object
tracking with manual modification by human operators. Semi-
automatic annotation for point-level semantic segmentation
is more complicated than 3D bounding boxes. CRF-based
methods [181] [163] are developed to utilize category consis-
tency between neighboring points, but the cost performance
improvements are still limited. In the future, techniques such
as active learning [182] and online learning [183] may further
boost the semi-automatic annotation process.
3) Data augmentation: Data augmentation is a commonly
used trick for enriching data diversity, which has been proven
to achieve gains compared to architectural improvements,
both in 2D image [184] and 3D LiDAR object detection
tasks [185]. However, common augmentation operations such
as random flip, rotation and scaling, which are useful for
single objects, may cause discordance of context elements
for semantic segmentation. Liu et al. [186] attempted to use
generative adversarial networks for pixel-wise data augmen-
tation of image semantic segmentation. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no systematic research on point-wise data
augmentation for 3D LiDAR semantic segmentation, so there
is considerable room for growth.
C. Open Questions
1) How do models handle unknown data in open sets?:
Currently, studies mostly design algorithms and evaluate
model performance in a ”closed set” [187] [188], which
assumes that the testing set obeys the same distribution as
the training set. However, practical applications in the real
world are an ”open set” problem, and deep models will always
be data hungry in unseen categories and new scenarios. It
is impossible to have knowledge in all categories or collect
endless data for training.
A general idea from image recognition [187] formalized
the open set challenge as a constrained minimization problem,
which aims to balance empirical and open space risk and find
tight bounds for known categories in feature space. Several
studies [189] [190] [191] followed and extended this idea, but
existing methods are still insufficient for handling this threat
[192]. Open set is still a widespread challenge, especially for
safety critical applications such as autonomous driving [193]
and adversarial attacks [194].
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Fig. 18. Overview of future works and open questions.
Few studies [188] have been conducted on the semantic
segmentation open set problem because of its complexity.
Even including no unseen categories, a scene could be unique
and belong to the ”open set” for models. Future research on
the open set problem is expected to identify how to address
unknown scenes in open sets with limited training data, which
could be key to solving data hungry problems in the future.
2) How to evaluate and dispose dataset bias?: Each dataset
is a sampling from the real world, and an ideal dataset
should be a uniform and dense enough sample. However, it
is ineluctable for actual datasets to be a biased sampling of
the real world. Dataset bias is not an isolated problem for 3D
LiDAR but is widespread in most domains.
To explore the actuality of dataset bias, Torralba and Efros
[21] designed interesting experiments for object recognition
datasets. By naming the dataset to which images belong, it
is obvious for almost all datasets to have a strong built-in
bias. To evaluate its influence, Torralba et al. [21] carried out
cross-dataset generalization experiments. As a result, all tests
on other datasets showed significant decline compared with
tests on the same dataset as training.
Furthermore, Khosla et al. [195] tried to find solutions
for undoing the damage of dataset bias by learning bias
vectors and visual world weights. However, Tommasi et al.
[196] found that many existing ad hoc learning algorithms for
undoing the dataset bias do not help for CNN features.
Despite several discussions [21] [195] [197] [196], dataset
bias is still unavoidable by data collectors or ad hoc al-
gorithms. Cross-dataset validation could be one method for
evaluating dataset bias influence, but for 3D LiDAR semantic
segmentation, various data acquisition methods and different
applications of datasets make it extraordinarily difficult to use
sufficient datasets for cross-testing.
Dataset bias is one main factor causing hungry data diver-
sity. Although there has not yet been a satisfactory answer for
disposing of dataset bias, we expect researchers to notice the
correlation between dataset bias and data hungry problems,
which may be valuable for future works.
3) How is the semantic gap between datasets addressed?:
Category definitions of datasets are mostly different, which
could be influenced by several factors:
• Different semantic hierarchy of the labels, such as ”vehi-
cle” versus ”car, bus, truck”.
• Heterogeneous semantic contexts included in biased
datasets.
• The annotation budget limits the number of labels.
These factors lead to noteworthy semantic gaps between
datasets, including different semantic granularity, label num-
bers and distinguishing contents of the same label.
Training models on more datasets simultaneously is a direct
idea when facing data hungry problems, but it is hindered by
semantic gaps. The experimental results in [198] showed that
by directly training on more datasets, the performances of all
models decreas as a general trend. Meletis and Dubbelman
[199] proposed hierarchical classifiers for semantic segmenta-
tion that could be trained on multiple, heterogeneous datasets.
However, the specific designed framework and compatible
combination of selected datasets make it difficult to widely
generalize to other tasks and datasets.
Few studies have considered how to define a category list
scientifically, and there exist many questions, such as ”whether
is the difference between ”bicyclist” and ”motorcyclist” is
recognizable for sparse 3D LiDAR data? ”, ”whether it will
confuse deep models if we merge ”car” and ”bus” into
”vehicle”? ”, and ”how many categories should be defined
in a dataset? ”, which deserve more research.
Scientific guidance of semantic definition will significantly
benefit overcoming semantic gaps. For data-driven deep mod-
els, solving semantic gaps could avoid misleading training by
confusing labels while making it convenient for the combi-
nation of heterogeneous datasets. Finally, it will contribute to
solving data hungry problems.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on the data hungry problem in
the domain of 3D LiDAR semantic segmentation. Datasets
and methodologies are two main factors of the data hungry
problem. First, we gathered existing open 3D LiDAR datasets
and performed a detailed analysis of three representative
datasets, Semantic3D, SemanticKITTI and SemanticPOSS,
which showed great differences caused by LiDAR acquisition
and data diversity. Second, we reviewed current methods of
3D LiDAR semantic segmentation, especially deep learning
methods, which are the first to be affected by the data
hungry problem. Furthermore, to better understand the current
effect of the data hungry problem, we performed abundant
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experimental analysis and showed its impacts in different
dimensions. Efforts to solve the data hungry problem were
reviewed, including general methods and those focused on 3D
LiDAR semantic segmentation.
The data hungry problem is a factual challenge for 3D
LiDAR semantic segmentation, but various potential directions
have not been well explored. We hope our work will be
instructive for further studies and discussions about the data
hungry of 3D LiDAR.
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